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PART O NE

Introduction
Many Aboriginal teachings explain that babies are
gifts of life from the Creator. Babies rely on us as
parents, families, and communities to love, care
for, and protect them. But babies are also our
teachers and so help us learn and grow. Elders’
teachings also remind us to think about the whole
circle of life. They remind us that the health of
each baby, child, adult, family, community and
nation is a result of the balance and harmony of
spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical aspects.
Sadly, sometimes our babies leave the circle
suddenly and far too early as a result of SIDS.

What is SIDS?
Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) is the death
of a baby under one year of age which is sudden,
unexpected and without a clear cause. SIDS
usually happens during sleep or napping. SIDS
is the most common cause of death in babies
between the ages of one month and one year.
90% of SIDS deaths happen before six months
oldi. In Canada, approximately three babies die
every week of SIDSii.
The exact cause or causes of SIDS are not known.
Based on scientific research, researchers now
believe that babies who die of SIDS may be born
especially vulnerable to both internal (i.e. inside
the baby) and external (i.e. outside the baby)
influences. For example:
• Internal influence- some babies may be born
with a brain condition;
• External influence- babies have a high sensitivity
to tobacco smoke in the environment.
INTRODUCTION
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Even though there is no certain way to prevent
SIDS or to predict which babies may die of SIDS,
there are ways to reduce a baby’s risk for SIDS.

SIDS in Aboriginal Communities
In Canada, the rates of SIDS deaths are higher
among Aboriginal babies than among babies of
other residents. In BC, research shows that SIDS
deaths are approximately four times higher among
Aboriginal babies than non-Aboriginal babiesiii.
The reasons for higher rates of SIDS deaths in
our Aboriginal communities are complex, and may
include lower access to prenatal care, higher rates
of smoking among pregnant women and new
mothers, poverty, higher teen pregnancy rates,
and lower education levels. Many of these are
considered “risk factors” for SIDS. A risk factor is
something that increases a baby’s risk of dying
from SIDS. It is not the same as a “cause”, but
since we do not know the “causes” of SIDS, all we
can do is reduce the risks.
Elders teach that relationships between the
environment, living conditions, and history all
affect the realities of our lives. Aboriginal people
have had multiple losses, which still have an
effect on the health of our communities. The
effects of these losses of land, culture, community
and spirituality have been seen and felt down
through the generations. The effects of these
losses help us understand why Aboriginal babies
may be exposed to more of the “risk factors” for
SIDS.

Using the Safe Sleep Cards
The Honouring Our Babies - Safe Sleep Cards are
a “deck” of 21 discussion cards and 7 illustrated
cards that can be used by anyone wishing to
discuss safe infant sleep with Aboriginal parents
and families. These cards have been developed to
be interactive, evidence-informed, and culturally
relevant.
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The front side of each discussion card contains a
question related to safe infant sleep, as well as to
other holistic aspects of infant health and safety.
The front side of each illustrated card shows
either a safe or unsafe sleep situation, which
can be used as a visual aid to start discussions
with families. The back sides of both the
discussion and the illustrated cards contain key
messages to help you to discuss the topic and
provide guidance to families. This facilitator’s
guide has been developed to provide you with
a greater degree of information on each card’s
topic and includes appendices with additional
research, resources, and graphics.
These safe sleep cards can be used when
you are meeting one-on-one with parents
or families, such as during a home-visiting
session. The cards can also be used when you
are meeting with a group of parents such as in
a Friendship Centre or during a ‘mom and baby’
drop in session.

“A community to raise our children”
the picture is showing how the four
adult eagles are taking the younger
ones under their wings and guiding
them in life. Doing together as a
whole makes things easier and more
beautiful.
Artist - Gordon White

When using the discussion cards, you can
choose to read the question out to the
parent or group of parents, and then ask for
their thoughts, opinions, and perspectives.
You can also choose to spread the cards out
and invite the parents to pick up a card and
read the question out loud. When using the
illustrated cards, you can choose one card to
show to the parents and ask them to describe
what they see and share their thoughts, feelings,
or perspectives. You can also invite the parents
to choose the illustrated card they are most
interested in to discuss.
It is important to listen carefully and respect every
parent’s perspective, providing enough time for
them to express themselves fully. Remember,
these cards are intended to be discussion cards,
not test cards or lecture cards.

INTRODUCTION
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It is always important to thank parents for sharing
their perspectives. If a parent shares an opinion or
story that is not a safe sleep practice, you should
be kind and respectful when explaining the safe
sleep key messages to them. You can choose to
explain that because of research, we now know
more about the risks of sudden infant death then
we did in the past. Many people may not have upto-date knowledge about these risks, which is why
it is so important to discuss safe sleep practices
with parents and families. The way many of us live
today is also very different from how our elders
and ancestors lived. For example, our beds today
are much softer than the sleeping mats used
by our ancestors and hold more risks for unsafe
infant sleep.
Babies are gifts, and all parents and families
share a goal to love, care for, and protect their
babies. The key messages in these cards will
help parents achieve this goal by supporting
them to learn how to keep their babies safe
while sleeping.

How the safe sleep cards are organized:
1. DISCUSSION CARDS
• The first 7 discussion cards of the deck are
focused on the key practices for promoting
safe infant sleep. It is important to discuss the
first 7 cards with parents because these key
practices have the greatest potential to reduce
the risk of SIDS. We have coloured these cards
green to help you remember that they are the
most important to discuss with families.
• Discussing one card may take between 5-15
minutes, so you may not have time to discuss
all of the first 7 cards in each session with
parents. The Overview Card covers all 7 of
the key recommendations for safe sleep.
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Creating a Safe and
Respectful Space to Talk
About SIDS
It is important to ask families
for their permission to discuss
safe sleep and SIDS.
By asking families for their
permission you are showing
them respect. In most
cases, families will give you
permission to discuss safe
sleep. In some cases, families
may chose not to discuss
safe sleep and SIDS.
There may be several reasons
for this. For example, some
families may have personal
experience losing a baby to
SIDS and are not yet ready
to discuss this topic. It is
important to respect the
family’s choice. You can offer
to speak with them about safe
sleep at another time, and
leave them with some material
to read when they are ready.
If families choose to discuss
safe sleep practices, it is
important to let them know
that the discussion can be
stopped at any time.

Remember to use the Overview Card with
parents at the end of every discussion. This
way, you will know that parents are aware of
the most important practices to keep their
babies safe when they sleep. If you are able,
it is recommended that you photocopy the
Overview Card and give one to every family to
keep.
• The other 13 cards focus on a range of safe
sleep situations that may be relevant to many
parents and families. We have coloured these
13 cards blue. If you know the situation of the
parents or family that you are speaking with,
you can choose a card that is most relevant to
them. You can also choose to place the cards
on the table and ask the parents to choose
the card that they are most interested in
discussing. Once again, please remember to
use the Overview Card with parents at the end
of every discussion.

2. ILLUSTRATED CARDS
• The first 3 illustrated cards (#1-3) show safe
sleep practices where the parent’s decisions
have helped reduce the risk of SIDS for their
baby. These cards have the word 'SAFE' within
a green circle to help you identify them.
• The next 3 illustrated cards (#4-6) show unsafe
sleep practices where there are risk factors
present that increase the risk of SIDS. These
cards have the word 'UNSAFE' in a red circle to
help you identify them.
• The last illustrated card (#7) shows a situation
where parents need to ‘problem-solve’ to
decide where to safely put their baby to sleep.

INTRODUCTION
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SUMMaRY OF DISCUSSION CaRDS
Most Important Safe Sleep Questions

Topic or Theme

When you are at home or away, how can you create
a safe sleep place for your baby?

Summary of 7 key recommendations (KR)
for safe sleep (PSBC Guideline, 2011)

What position do you put your baby to sleep in for
naps and at night?

KR1: Babies must be placed on their back
to sleep

Is your baby around cigarette smoke?

KR2: The fetus and baby should not be
exposed to tobacco and secondhand
smoke

Do you plan on having your baby sleep in the same
room as you?

KR3: Babies and parents/caregivers
should sleep close to each other in the
same room (on a separate safe sleep
surface) for the first six months

4

Can breastfeeding provide some protection against
SIDS?

KR4: Breastfeeding is recommended as it
is a protective measure against SIDS

5

Do you worry that your baby won’t be warm enough
when sleeping?

KR5: Babies should not be overheated

6

Does your baby have his or her own sleeping
surface that is firm?

KR6: Sleep surfaces for babies must be
firm and free of hazards

What do you need to know about your crib, cradle
or bassinet?

KR7: Cribs, cradles and bassinets must
meet standards as per the Crib and Cradle
Regulations

Other Safe Sleep Questions

Topic or Theme

8

If you have decided to share a bed with your baby,
how can you make it as safe as possible?

Bedsharing

9

Have you considered talking to your family, elders
or cultural support about cultural traditions of safe
sleep?

Culture

10

What are the cultural ceremonies in your
community related to childbirth?

11

If your baby is fussy or cries a lot, in what position
should you put your baby to sleep in?

12

Is your baby spitting up a lot? Do you worry that
your baby may choke while sleeping on his or her
back?

13

What is your safety plan for your baby if you attend
an event where there may be alcohol or substance
use?

14

How can you keep baby safe if you need to take
medications that make you sleepy?

15

Are you having a difficult time trying to quit smoking Tobacco
cigarettes?

16

What should you do when your baby falls asleep in
a car seat, stroller, or baby swing?

Card #
Overview
1
2

3

7
Card #
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Back to sleep

Alcohol, substance use, and medication

Equipment

SUMMaRY OF DISCUSSION CaRDS (continued)
Other Safe Sleep Questions (continued)

Topic or Theme

17

If you do not have access to a crib, cradle or
bassinet, what can you use to make a safe sleep
place for your baby?

Equipment

18

Do you sometimes store clothes or toys in the crib
or bassinet?

19

Does your baby need time on the tummy when he
or she is awake?

Tummy-time

20

Is everyone giving you different ideas about taking
care of your baby?

Friends and family

Card #

1

SUMMaRY OF IllUSTRaTeD CaRDS
Card #
1

2

Safe Sleep Situation
A baby sleeping in a crib next to his or her parents’
bed

A mother is breastfeeding her baby with a crib
placed next to her bed
A mother is sleeping on couch with her baby
sleeping on an alternative safe sleep surface next
to the couch

Safe sleep strategy if:

Unsafe Sleep Situation
A baby is sleeping in crib and is being exposed to
tobacco smoke

Topic or Theme
Exposed to tobacco and secondhand
smoke (KR2)

A baby is wearing a hat/toque when being put to
sleep and may become overheated
A baby is sleeping on adult bed with pillows and a
stuffed animal close by
Problem-solving Situation
A new mother and father arrive at a family
member’s house for a visit after a long car ride.
Their baby is asleep in a car seat, and the parents
need to decide where to safely place their baby to
sleep.

Infant overheating should be avoided
(KR5)
Sleep surfaces must be firm and free of
hazards (KR6)
Topic or Theme
Problem-solving when away from home:

3

Card #
4
5
6
Card #

7

Topic or Theme
Back to sleep (KR1), room sharing (KR3),
not overheated (KR 5), sleep surface firm
and free of hazards (KR 6), crib meets
safety standards (KR 7)
Breastfeeding is protective against SIDS
(KR 4), room sharing (KR3)
•
•
•

Away from home;
A parent regularly sleeps on a couch;
If an approved crib, cradle, or bassinet
is not available.
Sleep surface is firm and free of hazards
(KR6), room sharing (KR3)

•
•
•

Car seats are not approved for safe
sleep;
Couch is too soft for safe sleep;
Empty laundry basket with a light
blanket can provide an alternative safe
sleep surface for baby that is firm and
free of hazards (KR6).

INTRODUCTION
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PA RT T WO

Safe Sleep Cards Discussion points
OVERVIEW CARD: When you are at home or
away, how can you create a safe sleep place for
your baby?
Discussion Points:
There are several ways we can reduce the risk of
SIDS. Whether at home or away from home, the
most important ways to create a safe sleep place
for babies are to:*
1. Place your baby on his or her back to sleep
every time (at night and for naps).

2

2. Ensure a tobacco free environment while
pregnant and after your baby is born.
3. Place your baby to sleep in the same room as
you for the first six months (on a separate safe
sleep surface).
4. Breastfeed your baby. It helps protect against
SIDS.
5. Ensure your baby does not overheat while
sleeping (do not use toques or hats indoors,
heavy blankets, or swaddling).

* Safe Sleep Environment Guideline
for Infants 0-12 Months of Age
(Perinatal Services BC, 2011,
www.perinatalservicesbc.ca)

6. Place your baby to sleep on a firm surface that
is free of hazards. Waterbeds, pillow-top
mattresses, couches, sofas, recliners and
sheepskins are not firm enough for your baby
to sleep safely. Loose or heavy blankets,
pillows, and toys, should not be in your baby’s
sleep area.
7. Ensure the crib, cradle, bassinet, or other sleep
equipment your baby sleeps in meets the safety
standards in the Crib and Cradle Regulations.
Cribs made before September 1986 do not
meet the standards and should not be used.
SAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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When a baby is sleeping outside the home,
encourage parents to plan ahead to make sure
their baby’s sleep area is safe. Play pens, play
yards, strollers, swings, and other baby carriers
aren’t designed for babies to sleep in. If a baby
falls asleep in any of these, encourage parents
to watch their baby until he/she can be moved to
a safe sleep surface. Car seats are designed for
transporting infants safely while in a moving
vehicle. If a baby falls asleep in a car seat, tell
parents to transfer him/her to a safe sleep
surface when they are done traveling.

CARD 1: What position do you put your baby
to sleep in for naps and at night?

Discussion Points:
One of the most effective actions that parents can
take to lower their baby’s risk for SIDS is to always
place their baby on his or her back to sleep.
Remember, every sleep counts – nap time, night
time, home, or away. Placing babies on their backs
to sleep is a traditional practice in Aboriginal
communities, so you can invite parents to whisper
“look up to our ancestors” every time they put their
baby to sleep to help them remember.
Studies from all over the world have shown that
babies are safer sleeping on their backs.
Researchers established the link between
stomach sleeping and SIDS by observing dramatic
decreases in SIDS rates in countries where public
health campaigns to reduce stomach sleeping
have been successful. For example, the Back to
Sleep campaign in Canada has been credited with
decreasing the number of sudden infant deaths.
Placing babies on their backs to sleep prevents
them from re-breathing exhaled carbon dioxide
trapped in the bedding. Research also shows that
babies who sleep on their backs are more easily
roused or woken, which is an important factor that

10
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protects against sudden infant death.
It is important to note that babies who are used to
sleeping on their backs, but who are then placed
to sleep on their stomachs or sides, are at greatly
increased risk of sudden infant death. Make sure
parents tell everyone who cares for their baby
such as elders, family members, friends, and
babysitters, to always place the baby to sleep on
his or her back for nap time and night time.
You can advise parents that once their baby can
turn over on his or her own, they should continue
to put her on her back to sleep. However, parents
do not need to roll their baby back if she rolls onto
her side or tummy during sleep.

CARD 2: Is your baby around cigarette smoke?
Discussion Points:
Exposure to cigarette smoke is very harmful for
babies when women are pregnant and after birth.
Cigarette smoking also harms the mother’s health
and is linked to cancer and lung problems.

Smoking During Pregnancy:
One of the most important things a mother-to-be
can do for her baby is to not smoke cigarettes or
use other commercial tobacco products during
pregnancy. Infants of mothers who smoked during
pregnancy are up to 3-4 times more likely to die of
SIDS than children whose mothers did not smoke
during pregnancyiv. In British Columbia, between
the years 2003 and 2007, 54% of the infants who
died suddenly and unexpectedly in sleep-related
circumstances had prenatal exposure to tobacco
smokei. Tobacco use during pregnancy can decrease the amount of oxygen the baby gets. This
situation could decrease growth and function in
the baby’s brain, nerves, and other organs as they
develop. Tobacco use during the last half of pregSAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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nancy can cause changes in the baby’s brain that
affect his or her ability to wake up and his or her
ability to adjust breathing, heart rate, and control
of movements. These changes could place the
infant at higher risk for SIDS. In addition, pregnant
women who smoke are at higher risk for
pregnancy loss, preterm labour and birth, and
having a low birth weight infant.

Smoke Exposure after Birth:
It is important to tell parents to make sure their
babies are not exposed to cigarette smoke in their
homes or in the community. Some main
messages to share with parents are:
• Secondhand smoke is more harmful for babies
than adults, because they breathe faster and
are still growing and developing.
• Babies exposed to secondhand smoke after
birth have 2 times the risk of sudden infant
death, and if exposed both before and after
birth, the risk is 3-4 times higheriv.
• Chemicals in cigarette smoke get on things
such as clothes, furniture and carpeting.
Babies are at risk as they are often lying on,
crawling on or touching these surfaces.
• Even if people only smoke outside the home,
babies still get smoke deposits in their bodies
at levels 8 times higher than babies of
non-smoking parentsv.
Resources to help women and their partners to
quit smoking can be found in Appendix 1.
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CARD 3: Do you plan on having your baby sleep

in the same room as you?

Discussion Points:
Research shows that babies who sleep in the
same room as their parents (but on a separate
safe sleep surface) for the first 6 months have
a lower risk of SIDSvi. Having a baby sleep in the
same room as the mother can make it easier to
breastfeed her baby throughout the night, care
for, and bond with her baby. This sleep situation is
often called ‘room sharing’, which is when a baby
and parent sleep in the same room but do not
share the same sleep surface. ‘Bed sharing’ is a
different sleep situation where a baby and parent
share the same sleep surface. Bed sharing is not
recommended as it has been associated with
sudden infant death.
You can suggest to parents that they place their
crib, bassinet or other safe sleep surface next
to their bed. If away from home or sleeping on a
couch, you can suggest that parents place the
baby to sleep on a separate safe sleep surface
close to the couch.
If parents do not have access to a crib, you can
suggest they use a low-cost alternative safe sleep
surface such as a sturdy laundry basket with a
smooth, firm bottom, a heavy cardboard box, or a
drawerviii. Make sure these are put together well
and not covered with thick blankets, sheepskins,
or comforters. These alternative sleep surfaces
only need a little covering, such as a pad or a
thin blanket that will not bunch up. For example,
parents can wrap a light blanket around a sturdy
piece of cardboard and use strong tape on the
bottom to secure the blanket. The key is that the
sleep surface is firm, flat, and free of hazards.
See Appendix 2 for more information on
alternative safe sleep surfaces.
SAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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CARD 4: Can breastfeeding provide some protection against SIDS?

Discussion points:
Research suggests that non-breastfed babies
have higher rates of sudden infant death than
breastfed babiesiv.
Exclusive breastfeeding is recommended for the
first 6 months. At 6 months, continued breastfeeding is recommended in addition to the introduction of solid foods. Continued breastfeeding
is encouraged up to two years of age and beyond.
Breastfeeding is the natural way to feed babies,
and provides all the nutrition a baby needs.
Breastmilk has antibodies to help protect the baby
from sickness, plus it has health benefits for both
mom and baby. Breastfed babies have lower rates
of many illnesses such as ear infections, diarrhea,
and some respiratory diseases. Breastmilk
contributes to a baby’s gastrointestinal, or gut,
health and contributes to the best possible brain
development. Breastfeeding also helps moms
because it is free and convenient. Moms who
breastfeed may lose weight easier after birth.
Breastfeeding also lowers a mother’s risk of some
cancers later in life such as breast, uterine, and
ovarian cancers, as well as osteoporosis (brittle
bones).
If a mother is having difficulty breastfeeding, it
may be possible get help from a lactation
consultant or doula.
See Appendix 1 for resources to support
mothers in breastfeeding.
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CARD 5: Do you worry that your baby won’t be

warm enough when sleeping?

Discussion points:
Overheating is a risk factor for sudden infant
death. Important things to know about
overheating:
• Warm weather is usually not a problem if the
baby is not overdressed and can sweat.
• An adult lying close to or with a baby can
contribute to overheating in some cases.
• A baby is more likely to overheat if they are
lying on their tummy, especially if their head
gets covered.
• If parents are at a comfortable temperature in
a room, their baby will be too. Advise
parents to consider the room temperature
when deciding how to dress or cover their
baby, not outside temperature. If room temperature is higher 20°C, there is a risk for SIDS if
the baby is overdressed, bundled, or near
external heat sources such as heaters or
another person in bediv.
• Swaddling is not recommended, nor is
wearing a hat inside. Parents may have seen
these practices in the hospital after their baby
was born, but they are not needed once a baby
has recovered from being born and is being
sent home.
• Advise parents to use a sleeper blanket/sleep
sack, or a light blanket tucked firmly under the
bottom end of the mattress, with the baby’s
arms free when placed to sleep.

SAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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CARD 6: Does your baby have his or her own
sleeping surface that is firm?
Discussion points:
It is very important to help parents understand
that babies must be placed to sleep on a firm, flat
surface that is free of hazards such as loose or
heavy blankets, pillows, stuffed toys, or bumper
pads. Soft surfaces can be dangerous for babies
to sleep on. Advise parents to avoid placing their
baby to sleep on soft surfaces where their baby’s
face could ‘sink in’, making it difficult to breathe.
Even if a baby’s mouth and nose are close to a
soft surface, it can result in the baby not getting
enough oxygen.
Unsafe soft surfaces for babies include: pillowtop mattresses, waterbeds, couches, armchairs,
recliners, and sheepskins. A baby may potentially
get trapped in the sides of couches, armchairs or
recliners. Remember, most adult mattresses are
too soft for babies to sleep safely on, even when
they feel firm and flat to the adult.
Help parents understand that they should avoid
using loose or heavy blankets, quilts, pillows,
stuffed animals or bumper pads in their baby’s
sleep area. Many of these objects are soft and
can become dangerous if they come up against a
baby’s face. If parents see stuffed animals, toys,
or other objects in their baby’s sleep area, they
should always remove them when they put their
baby down to sleep.
Advise parents to use a sleeper blanket/sleep
sack, or a light blanket tucked firmly under the
bottom end of the mattress, with the baby’s arms
free when placed to sleep.

16
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CARD 7: What do you need to know about your
crib, cradle or bassinet?
Discussion points:
Crib standards are carefully controlled and Canada has very strict safety rules for cribs. This is
good because it keeps our babies safe. Standards
are guided by Health Canada. Cribs must have
been made after September 1986 to be safe.
They must also be in good shape, and the nuts
and bolts must be tight fitting and not loose. The
mattress must be firm and fit well with no gaps. If
a parent gets a secondhand piece of baby equipment such as a crib, playpen, or high chair, advise
them or help them if possible, to check to see if
the equipment has ever been recalled for a safety
problem. If it has, parents should not use it and
throw it out so no other baby in your community
uses it either. If there is no label or instructions for
use, or if any parts are missing, do not buy, sell, or
use the crib.
Also remember:
• Nothing but the baby should be in the crib
when the baby is sleeping. No toys, pillows,
sheepskins, heavy or loose blankets, or
clothes. A light blanket is okay to use if tucked
firmly under the bottom end of the mattress,
with the baby’s arms free when placed to
sleep.
• Bumper pads are not necessary and can be a
suffocation or strangulation danger, especially
if they are tied on.
See Appendix 4 for more information on
safe cribs.

SAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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CARD 8: If you have decided to share a bed

with your baby, how can you make it as safe as
possible?

Discussion points:
It is important to explain to parents the difference between ‘room sharing’ and ‘bed sharing’.
Research shows that babies have a lower risk of
SIDS if they sleep in the same room as their parents on a separate sleep surface for the first six
months (called ‘room sharing’)vii. ‘Bed sharing’
is used to describe a different situation where a
baby and a parent share the same sleep surface.
If a parent has chosen to bedshare, you should
explain to them that it does carry some risk.
Certain things about the parents, the baby, or
their bed can make bedsharing more or less safe.
Even though it may seem simple and natural,
bedsharing is a complicated process because of
all the different factors involved, like who is in the
bed, if pillows and blankets are used, etc. Adult
mattresses are not designed for babies to sleep
on, and they are softer than crib mattresses.
It can be dangerous for parents to share a bed
with their baby if either of the parents or any other
person in the bed:
• Is a smoker, or if the baby has been exposed to
second hand smoke;
• Has been drinking alcohol or using drugs;
• Has taken medicines that could make them
extra sleepy;
• Is very tired, to the point where they would not
be able to respond to the baby;
• Is ill or has a medical condition that might
make it difficult to respond to the baby;
• Has long hair that is not tied back;
• Is very heavy or obese.

18
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If parents choose to bedshare, they should make
choices that are as safe as possible for the baby.
Exclusively breastfeeding, non-smoking moms are
safer bedsharers. If parents choose to bedshare,
they can reduce the risk by:
• Placing the baby on his/her back;
• Ensuring a smoke free environment;
• Using a firm and flat mattress;
• Ensuring the infant will not fall out of the bed
or get trapped between the mattress and the
wall or bedframe;
• Keeping the baby’s sleeping area free from
pillows, blankets and stuffed toys;
• Keeping the covers away from the baby’s head;
• Preventing the baby from becoming too warm
(not overdressing, and/or not having the room
too warm);
• Ensuring adults in the bed know the baby is in
the bed;
• Ensuring that adults in the bed have not
recently consumed alcohol, illicit drugs, or
medication that makes it difficult to wake up;
• Ensuring that other children or pets are not in
the bed;
• Never leaving the infant alone in the bed.
See Appendix 9 for a more complete summary
of bed sharing safety.

CARD 9: Have you considered talking to your

family, elders or cultural support about cultural
traditions of safe sleep?
Discussion points:
If appropriate, you can encourage parents or soonto-be parents to ask their family, elders or cultural
supports about cultural aspects of safe sleep. For
example, in many Aboriginal communities cradleSAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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boards or papoose boards were the traditional
way to carry babies and keep them safe when
sleeping.
Although the specific designs of cradleboards are
different, they are handmade, framed, flat baskets where the baby is placed on his or her back.
Share the following safety tips with parents who
choose to use a cradleboard*:
• Make sure not to swaddle or fasten your baby
tightly. Your baby needs to be able to breathe
easily and should not be overheated;
• A light blanket is all that is needed to keep
your baby warm;
• Always ensure that the cradleboard is placed
flat on the floor when the baby is sleeping,
away from heaters or anything that could fall
on the baby. Do not lean the cradle board
against a wall or anything else;
• It is safest to have the baby in the cradleboard
in the same room where you sleep, however it
is important that the cradleboard is not placed
somewhere on the floor where you or someone
else may accidentally step on it.
Some other cultural practices may need to be
adapted to keep babies safe. For example,
parents may learn that their ancestors shared
a sleep surface with their babies to keep them
close. Parents may also want to have their baby
close at night. However, many Aboriginal
communities traditionally slept on a flat, hard
surface such as a mat. Many parents today sleep
on soft mattresses with lots of pillows and
blankets. This change in sleep surfaces from what
was traditionally done means that the practice of
bedsharing now carries more risk.
*See Appendix 2 for more safety information
about cradleboard use.
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Photo by Joel Gordon

CARD 10: What are the cultural ceremonies in
your community related to childbirth?

Discussion points:
Babies are considered to be gifts from the Creator
in many Aboriginal communities. By participating
in cultural ceremonies, it is a way to show love and
respect for a baby and the Creator.
If appropriate, you can ask expecting or
new parents if they have considered talking to
their family, elders or cultural support about
cultural ceremonies related to pregnancy, child
birth, placenta care, welcoming, belly button care,
spiritual cleansing, or naming.

“Mother Frog and her Tadpole”
the mother frog is teaching her tadpole
how to come out of its egg... the tadpole is
circlular because it’s still in the egg.

Cleansing ceremonies are important in many
communities to help cleanse the body, mind and
spirit, and give prayers to the Creator. Smudging
is one common cleansing ceremony that typically
involves burning certain herbs, such as sage,
cedar or sweetgrass, and taking the smoke in
one’s hands to rub or brush it over the body. As
smudging creates smoke which can harm a baby’s
vulnerable lungs, you can encourage parents to
ask their elders about other cleansing ceremonies
that do not create smoke. For example, fanning
with an eagle feather or cedar brushing may be
alternatives if relevant to their community.

Artist - Robert Dawson
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CARD 11: If your baby is fussy or cries a lot, what

position should you put your baby to sleep in?

Discussion points:
Babies cry. Some babies cry more than other
babies, and some seem to cry all the time, no
matter what parents do. It is important for you
to help parents know that fussy babies must be
placed on their backs for every sleep, whether for
naps or at night time.
A fussy baby can make parents feel frustrated,
tired, desperate, and that they are not good
parents. This is not true. Babies often go through
a developmental time where they cry more than
any other time. It is normal and does come to an
end, but it is hard when it is happening to a family.
Some people call this colic. Other people call this
the Period of PURPLE Crying®. This crying comes
and goes without warning, often in the late afternoon or evening and can last up to 5 hours/day,
no matter what they do. It can begin as early as
2 weeks of age and lasts until the baby is about
3-4 months old. If a parent has a high-needs baby
like this, please remind them that: Even the best
parents may need help. If need be, you can advise
parents to place their baby in a safe crib and leave
the room until they are calm and can return to
their baby safely. Remind parents to never shake
the baby. Shaking a baby is very dangerous and
can be harmful or fatal.
It is important for you to help parents remember
to think about safe sleep each time they put their
baby down to sleep, especially when they are
trying to soothe a fussy baby.
See Appendix 7 for more information on the
Period of PURPLE Crying®.
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CARD 12: Is your baby spitting up a lot? Do you
worry that your baby may choke while sleeping
on his or her back?
Discussion points:
All babies should be placed to sleep on their
backs, for naps and at night time. This is the
safest for all babies, unless a doctor orders
otherwise.
Choking is a very common concern amongst
parents and families, especially some older
family members. Many people may fear that
babies placed on their backs to sleep are more
likely to choke on spit or vomit. Because of this
fear, they might not place the baby on his or her
back to sleep. It’s important to address this fear
head on by sharing the following fact with parents
and family members: there is no evidence that
healthy babies choke when they sleep on their
backsi,viii. Babies might actually clear spit and
vomit better when placed on their backs.
See Appendix 3 for a picture of this.
Babies should not be propped up for sleep. Sleeping flat and on their back is the safest position for
babies, unless a doctor says otherwise. Babies
who are propped on pillows may fall or roll over
and their faces may press into the soft pillow,
making it difficult for them to breathe.
If a parent is concerned because their baby is spitting up a lot or sick, encourage them to speak to
their health care provider for advice.
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CARD 13: What is your safety plan for your baby

if you attend an event where there may be
alcohol or substance use?

Discussion points:
Advise parents to try to find family or friends who
will stay sober and keep baby safe when they go
out. Although many people enjoy having a drink
from time to time, there are times when
drinking alcohol is not recommended, such as
when a woman is pregnant. Drinking during
pregnancy can lead to health problems for the
baby and to a higher risk of sudden death.
Drinking while breastfeeding also has health risks
for babies.
If a mother is breastfeeding and is going to have
a drink that contains alcohol, explain that she
should plan feeding her baby around it. She
should feed her baby first and wait until the
alcohol has passed out of her breastmilk before
feeding again. Encourage women to talk to their
health care providers about the number of hours
it will take for the alcohol to disappear from their
breastmilk. You can also advise mothers to pump
and store their breastmilk before having a drink so
that their babies can continue to receive breastmilk. Because babies depend on us to take care
of them and keep them safe, they need to have
sober caregivers.
If a mother, father, or other adult does have any
alcoholic drinks, they should not share a bed with
a baby. Bedsharing while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs makes people less likely to be
aware of the baby in the bed, and more likely to
have a sleep accident such as accidentally rolling
against or on top of the baby. It is important to
explain to parents that their baby is safer in a crib,
cradle or other safe sleep surface beside their
bed. See Appendix 1 for resources on avoiding
alcohol in pregnancy.
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CARD 14: How can you keep baby safe if you

need to take medications that make you sleepy?

Discussion points:
You should advise parents to take any medication that is prescribed to them by their doctors.
However, it is important to explain that if parents
take medication that makes them sleepy, it will be
dangerous if they decide to bedshare with their
baby. It is also dangerous if parents have taken
drugs, drank alcohol, or are just very tired from
giving birth or taking care of their babies. This is
because they will be less aware of the baby
being in the bed and more likely to accidentally
roll against or on top of the baby. Encourage
parents to ask someone to come and help them
during these times, such as a partner, friends,
relatives, aunties, or sisters.
Parents need their sleep and their babies need
to be safe. Advise parents to place the baby in
a crib, cradle or other safe sleep surface beside
their bed.

CARD 15: Are you having a difficult time trying
to quit smoking cigarettes?

Discussion Points:
Close to half of pregnant women who smoke
either seriously consider or take steps towards
stopping during pregnancy. Pregnant smokers
vary in their readiness to quit. It is important to
recognize that for many women smoking is a
secondary issue to poverty, trauma, violence, lone
motherhood, and other factors. Most pregnant
smokers in Canada are often experiencing multiple
social and economic pressures.
Research has shown that the rate of cigarette
smoking among Aboriginal women who are
pregnant is much higher than among
SAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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non-Aboriginal womenviiii. In other research,
Aboriginal women were asked why they smoke
cigarettes. Many of the reasons they shared were
the same reasons that non-Aboriginal women
shared about why they smoke cigarettes. However,
Aboriginal women also reported additional
vulnerabilities including: colonization, racial
discrimination, and socio-economic inequalities in
housing, education, employment, and income.
If a woman is pregnant and smoking, it is
important for you to explain to them that now is
the time to quit smoking or reduce the amount
they smoke. Don’t assume expectant mothers to
know that tobacco is harmful to the fetus. Some
women are not necessarily well informed about
the health effects of smoking on the fetus. Ask her
what she knows about the harmful health effects
of tobacco and then what her concerns are, if any.
Offer to provide her with information about the
health effects of smoking for herself and her baby.
For example, explain that cigarettes contain many
chemicals that can harm the women’s health and
her baby’s health. For her baby, exposure to
cigarette smoke before and after birth increases
the risk of illness and sudden infant death. See
Card 2 for more information on the harms of
smoking on mother and baby.
Remember that it’s never too late to quit smoking.
If you come in contact with a woman late in her
pregnancy, she may feel that damage has already
been done to the fetus and that it’s too late to quit
smoking. Remind the woman that quitting at any
time has immediate health benefits for both
herself and the fetus, regardless of previous
smoking or future relapse.
Encourage harm reduction among pregnant
smokers who are not ready to quit. Discuss a
range of options for changing smoking behaviours
with women and assess readiness and opportuni-
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ties for change. You can suggest decreasing the
number of cigarettes smoked, brief periods of
cessation at any point in pregnancy and around
delivery, and encourage other health promoting
behaviours such as exercise and improved
nutrition.
Nicotine replacement therapy (NRTs) is an option.
NRTs such as the patch or gum are not completely
free of risk, but evidence suggests that NRTs
are less harmful than smoking during pregnancy
because both the woman and fetus receive less
nicotine and no exposure to carbon monoxide
and other toxic substances. For some groups of
women, where other avenues to quit or reduce
have not been successful, NRTs may be an option
to discuss further.
Encourage women to continue breastfeeding,
even if they are smoking.
Resources to help women and their partners to
quit smoking can be found in Appendix 1.

CARD 16: What should you do when your baby

falls asleep in a car seat, stroller, or baby swing?

Discussion points:
Devices built for transport like car seats and
strollers, or for entertainment like baby swings,
are not built for safe sleeping. These devices are
not covered by the safety regulations set out for
cribs, and may have multiple straps or inclines
which keep the baby in a semi-upright position.
Remember, safe sleeping surfaces for babies
must be firm, flat, and free of hazards.
Although babies need to be in car seats for
protection and safety during car rides, babies
should not be left in a car seat once the car ride
is over. Babies’ heads can fall forward which can
lead to their airway being partly blocked. Also,
babies can shift position and the harness or strap
SAFE SLEEP CARDS – DISCUSSION POINTS
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can press across their neck. On long car rides,
you should advise parents to take breaks to
monitor and re-position their baby and attend to
their other needs. If the baby is sleeping when
parents get to their destination, and if the baby
will not be closely monitored, it is best to tell
parents to take their baby out of the seat and put
him or her in a safe sleep area. This is also true
for strollers. If the baby is asleep when the
parents reach their destination, they should
closely monitor their baby or take their baby out
the stroller and put him or her in a safe sleep
area.
When not in the car, traditional cradleboards,
moss bag carriers, and cedar basket carriers can
be used if available.
A Note about Swaddling: Swaddling is not
recommended as it can lead to overheating, which
is a risk factor for SIDS. If a parent feels that their
baby needs to be swaddled for some reason,
encourage them to talk to a health care provider.
If swaddling is chosen to help calm the baby,
some important things to know about swaddling
can be found in Appendix 5.

CARD 17: If you do not have access to a crib,

craddle or bassinet, what can you use to make
a safe sleep place for your baby?

Discussion points:
It is recommended that babies sleep in a crib,
cradle, or bassinet that meets Canadian safety
regulations. The safely regulations can be found
online at: www.healthcanada.gc.ca/cps. For some
parents or caregivers, however, it may be difficult
to buy or borrow a crib, cradle, or bassinet.
Living in a remote location and/or lack of
accessible money may make this difficult.
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Even if families don’t have access to cribs or
bassinets for their babies, alternative sleep
surfaces are readily available for little or no cost.
For example, any of the following can provide firm
sleep surfaces:
• Sturdy laundry basket with a smooth, firm
bottom;
• Heavy, reinforced cardboard box;
• Dresser, kitchen, or desk drawer;
• Metal or plastic basin with a flat bottom, such
as a washtubviii.
These sleep surfaces only need a little covering,
such as a pad or a thin blanket that will not bunch
up. For example, parents can wrap a light blanket
around a sturdy piece of cardboard and use strong
tape on the bottom to secure the blanket. That
is all the covering that is needed for a firm sleep
surface.
Another alternative sleep surface is the cradleboard, which is a traditional baby carrier and
sleep surface in many Aboriginal communities.
Although the specific design of a cradleboard
differs from community to community, it is essentially a handmade, framed, flat basket where the
baby is placed on his/her back. Share the following safety tips with parents who choose to use a
cradleboard*:
• Make sure not to swaddle or fasten your baby
tightly, because your baby needs to be able to
breathe easily and should not be overheated;
• A light blanket is all that is needed to keep
your baby warm;
• Always ensure that the cradleboard is placed
flat on the floor when your baby is sleeping,
away from heaters or anything that could fall
on the baby. Do not lean the cradle board
against a wall or anything else;
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• It is safest to have the baby in the cradleboard
in the same room where you sleep. It is important that the cradleboard is not placed somewhere on the floor where you or someone else
may accidentally step on it.
*See Appendix 2 for more safety information
about cradleboard use.

CARD 18: Do you sometimes store clothes or

toys in the crib or bassinet?

Discussion points:
Parents may find it useful to store clothes, linens,
or toys in their baby’s crib or bassinet, especially
if living in small or crowded house. Lack of space
and housing can factor into decisions parents
make when setting up their house for a new baby.
It is important to help parents understand that
objects left in their baby’s sleeping area, like
loose or heavy blankets, clothes, stuffed animals,
or bumper pads are soft and can cover the mouth
and nose and block baby’s breathing. If parents
see stuffed animals, toys, or other objects in their
baby’s sleep area, they should always remove
them when they put their baby down to sleep.
Their baby’s sleep surface needs to be free of any
hazards. Advise parents to use a sleeper blanket/
sleep sack, or a light blanket tucked firmly under
the bottom end of the mattress with the baby’s
arms free when placed to sleep.

CARD 19: Does your baby need time on the

tummy when he or she is awake?

Discussion points:
“Tummy time” is important to help babies develop
the muscles needed for rolling and crawling. It
also helps prevent the back of the head from
becoming flat. Tummy time can begin in the
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newborn period, when the baby is quiet, content
and alert, so it is a positive experience. Encourage
parents to lay the baby on his or her tummy, and
give the baby something to look at to distract him
or her from this new position. It helps to get down
on the floor with the baby. Some parents put the
baby on their own chest or tummy. Remind
parents that if their baby falls asleep during tummy time, they should not leave their baby alone.
Explain that they should turn their baby on his or
her back and let him or her continue sleeping.

CARD 20: Is everyone giving you different ideas

about taking care of your baby?

Discussion points:
When someone has a baby, people like to share
their knowledge and experiences with them. It is
important for you to explain to parents that their
families and friends may not have up-to-date information about the risks of sudden infant death.
We had a different understanding about what
was risky in the past, but because of research we
know more about risks now than we did a generation or even ten years ago. The way we live our
lives is different today. For example, our beds may
be very different from the beds our elders and
ancestors had. People also used to be concerned
that babies who slept on their backs were more
likely to choke. We now know that this is not true.
It important for you to help educate parents with
the most up-to-date information, then encourage
them to share this knowledge with everyone who
helps care for their baby. This will help you keep
babies safe.
See Appendix 3 for pictures of why babies sleeping on their backs are not more likely to choke.
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PART TH R E E

appendices
appeNDIX 1:
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: Please add local
resources to this list and update as needed.

LOCAL RESOURCE NOTES:

Q U I TTI NG SM O K I NG
QuitNow provides free, confidential, no-pressure
counselling and support from trained specialists.
Phone 1-877-455-2233,
www.quitnow.ca
HealthLinkBC at 8-1-1 or go to
www.healthlinkbc.ca, for information on local stop
smoking programs
HealthLink BC File 30e: Quitting Smoking
www.healthlinkbc.ca/healthfiles/hfile30e.stm

LOCAL RESOURCE NOTES:

Q U I TTI NG ALCO HO L D URING
P R E G NANCY
HealthLink BC File 38d: Pregnancy and Alcohol Use
www.healthlinkbc.ca/healthfiles/hfile38d.stm

B R E ASTF E E D I NG
LOCAL RESOURCE NOTES:

Baby’s Best Chance
www.bestchance.gov.bc.ca.
HealthLink BC File 70: Breastfeeding
www.healthlinkbc.ca/healthfiles/hfile70.stm
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appeNDIX 2:

ALTER N AT E S A FE S L E E P
SU R FAC ES
It is recommended that babies sleep in a crib,
cradle, or bassinet that meets Canadian safety
regulations. However, if families don’t have access to
a crib, cradle, or bassinet, alternative sleep surfaces
are readily available for little or no cost. For example,
if in good condition any of the alternatives shown in
this illustration can provide a firm sleep surface.
The bottom of these sleep surfaces only needs
a little covering. For example, use a light blanket
wrapped around a sturdy piece of cardboard. Tape
it to the bottom of the cardboard so the blanket will
not bunch up. It is important to ensure the bottom is
firm, flat, and free of hazards.
CRADLEBOARDS*
In many Aboriginal communities, cradleboards
or papoose boards were the traditional carriers
and surfaces to keep babies safe when sleeping.
Although the specific designs of cradleboards
are different, they are handmade, framed, flat
baskets where the baby is placed on his or her
back. When placing a baby into a cradleboard,
make sure the baby is not swaddled tightly so
the baby’s chest can breathe easily and so the
baby does not overheat. A light blanket is all that
is needed to keep the baby warm. Always place
the cradleboard flat on the floor when the baby
is sleeping, away from heaters or anything that
could fall on the baby. Do not lean the cradle
board against a wall or anything else.
Photo by Joel Gordon

* Research on the topic of cradleboards and sudden infant death could not be found to
either support or discourage the practice. We understand that as a traditional practice
that supports the ‘back to sleep’ message, there are a growing number of organizations
promoting cradleboard use with aboriginal communitiesviii. It is important for parents to
keep all the principles of safe infant sleep infant in mind if they chose to use a cradleboard.
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appeNDIX 3:

B ACK AND TUM M Y SL E E P,
AND CH O K I NG .
Choking is a very common concern amongst
parents and families, especially some older
family members. It is important to address
this fear head on by sharing the following fact
with parents and family members: there is no
evidence that healthy babies choke when they
sleep on their backs i,viii. Babies might
actually clear spit-up and vomit better when
placed on their backs.
BABY LYING ON HIS BACK*
The airway (trachea) is above the
food tube (esophagus). Spit-up milk
drains away from airway because of
gravity, making this position safer.

3

BABY LYING ON HIS TUMMY*
The airway (trachea) is below the
food tube (esophagus). Spit-up milk
drains towards the airway because
of gravity, making this position less
safe.

* Source: National Institute of Health, US
Department of Health and Human Services,
Health Native Babies Project
– Workbook and Toolkit, 2010.
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CR I B S A FET Y
Standards are guided by the Cribs, Cradles and
Bassinets Regulation through Health Canada.
Cribs made before September 1986 do not meet
current safety standards and should not be used.
Advise parents to check their crib for a label that
says when the crib was made. If there is no label
or instructions for use, or if any parts are missing,
parents should not buy, sell, or use the crib.
Cribs and cradles should not be painted with lead
paint, or have decorative cut-outs or corner posts
higher than 3 mm tall.
The mattress needs to fit tightly against all 4 sides
of the crib, so baby cannot become wedged in any
gaps. The mattresss should be firm and less than
15 cm (6 inches) thick.
Spacing between bars should not be wider than 6
cm (2.4 inches).
Advise parents to check often for wear and tear
that could put their baby at risk, such as:
• Worn out mattresses that are not firm anymore;
• Splinters or metal burrs, or noticeable damage;
• Loose nuts and bolts or missing parts.
Be sure to tighten loose screws regularly. Do not try
to fix or repair a crib using rope, tape or wire.
If parents have internet access, you can advise
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them to search the Consumer Products Recalls
Database from the Consumer Product Safety
website to make sure that their crib has not been
recalled. Parents can find the children’s product
section of the consumer product safety recall
database at:
www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/child-enfant/equip/
_crib-berc/crib-berc-eng.php
Also remember:
Nothing but the baby should be in the crib when
the baby is sleeping. No toys, pillows, sheepskins,
loose or heavy blankets, or clothes. A light blanket
is okay if it is tucked in firmly under the bottom
end the mattress with the baby’s arms free when
placed to sleep.
Bumper pads are not necessary and can be a
suffocation or strangulation danger, especially if
they are tied on.

appeNDIX 5:

SWAD D L I NG B AB I E S
Swaddling babies is a traditional practice, and
one that parents may see used in hospital. It is
not needed by healthy newborns once they leave
the hospital and is not recommended as a sleep
practice. A light blanket or a sleep sack is a safer
way to keep babies warm.
Some babies may be more irritable than other
babies, and may benefit from swaddling. If a parent
thinks this is true for their baby, advise them to
talk to their health care provider so they can work
together to make a safe plan to meet their baby’s
needs. You can also suggest to parents to try other
soothing techniques such as rocking their baby.
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If it is decided that a baby might benefit from
swaddling, here are recommendations you can
share with parents so they can do it as safely as
possible:
• Use a thin blanket to avoid overheating, and
don’t use hats or overdress your baby;
• Make sure the blanket is large enough to
tuck in securely and not come loose and
cover your baby’s face;
• Leave hands outside swaddle;
• Always place your baby on its back to sleep;
• Avoid exposure to cigarette smoke;
• Have your health care professional show you
how to make sure your baby’s hips are okay.
The legs should be bent up and out, with room
for the hips to move*.
*When your baby was in your womb, his or her legs
were in the fetal position, with the legs bent up and
across each other. If you suddenly straighten his or
her legs this can loosen the hip joints and damage
the soft cartilage of the hip socket.
If you want more information, you can go to the
International Hip Dysplasia Institute and read about
Hip-Healthy Swaddling:
www.hipdysplasia.org/Developmental-Dysplasia-OfThe-Hip/Hip-Healthy-Swaddling/Default.aspx
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appeNDIX 6:

S O F T S L I NG S AND CAR R IE RS
Lots of parents carry their babies, both awake and
sleeping, in soft slings or carriers. Some parents
create a sling out of a large scarf. The type and
amount of support the sling gives the baby differs
depending on the type of sling used. Check your
baby frequently if they are in a sling or carrier.
Some babies have suffocated when they were
improperly positioned in a soft, bag-type sling or
carrier. It is important to advise parents to make
sure that their baby’s face and airway are free and
open to a good air supply. Parents should avoid
having their baby:
• In a chin-to-chest position that can accidentally
block his or her airway- see picture below;
• With his or her face pressed up against the
parent’s body.
Ring-type slings carry babies upright and help
protect the airway. Parents should always ensure
their baby’s head and neck are supported,
especially if the baby was born premature.
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The chin-to-chest position
puts babies at risk. In the
illustration to the left, can
you see how the airway is
kinked?

Normal airway (left) and airway
constricted with head flexion (right)
Parents should not carry their baby in a sling, and
then zip their jacket over top of the baby. This will
cut down his or her air supply, and not allow the
parents to monitor the baby.
If your baby was premature, had a low birth weight,
is congested and having breathing troubles such as
a cold, or has fragile health, talk to your health care
provider before using a sling or soft carrier.

appeNDIX 7:

THE PERIOD OF PURPLE
CRYING ® .
Babies cry at some points in their life more
than at any time. Some people call this
colic. You can think of this time as a normal
developmental period. There is nothing
wrong with either your baby or with you as a
parent. This time starts any time after 2 weeks
of age and lasts until the baby is 3 or 4 months old.
Every baby goes through it, but some babies just
cry more than others.
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PURPLE crying stands for:

P

U
R
P
L
E

Peak of crying:
Crying might increase
each week, peak at 2
months, and be gone by
3-5 months.
Unexpected:
Crying comes and goes,
and you don’t know why.
Resists soothing:
No matter what you try,
your baby still cries.
Pain-like face:
Your baby seems to be in
pain, even when he’s not.
Long lasting:
Up to 5 hours a day or
more!
Evening:
Late afternoon and
evening are peak
crying times.

We know that this crying often happens more in the
late afternoon and evening, and it may seem that
nothing helps the crying stop. This does not mean
your baby is not healthy or normal. It does not
mean your baby is sick or in pain. It does not mean
you are a bad parent.
When you were expecting your baby, you probably
envisioned a happy baby that would respond to
your love and care with smiles and giggles. That
baby will arrive once this period is over. In the
meantime, you may feel exhausted, overwhelmed,
frustrated, depressed, angry, or defeated. It is
normal and okay to feel these things, but you want
to remain calm and in control. Reach out to family
and friends for help. If you are alone with your baby
and you are feeling frustrated, it is fine to put the
baby in a safe environment, such as a safe crib,
and walk away until you feel calm and controlled
again.
Never get so angry or frustrated that you shake
your baby. Shaking causes serious and sometimes
fatal damage to babies, because they cannot
control their heads and necks. Talk to your health
care provider if you need additional help or support.
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appeNDIX 8:

DOLL

WEDGI N G A N D ENTR AP M E NT
Adult beds are not designed for safe infant sleep.
In addition to blankets and soft mattresses and
pillows that babies’ faces can sink into, there are
many potential gaps that babies can become
wedged or entrapped in. These include gaps
between mattresses and:

DOLL

• other mattresses, if there are beds side by side
• furniture like a bed side table or dresser
• head or footboards
• the wall
Even babies who can’t walk or roll over manage to
move around in an adult bed. If their faces become
lodged into this gap, their airways can become
blocked, or they may re-breathe their own air.
Either situation is dangerous. The pictures to the
right will help you understand what that looks like.

DOLL
These are not real babies, but dolls used
to show real situations of wedging and
entrapment that babies have been found in.
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appeNDIX 9:

B E D S H AR I NG
Even though it may seem simple and natural,
bedsharing is a complicated process because of
the different factors involved, like who is in the bed,
if pillows and blankets are used, if it is on a couch
or bed, if baby is breast or bottle fed, if bedsharers
smoke, or have been drinking or taking drugs, etc.
Each time bedsharing occurs, it is a little different
from the time before.
Maybe the bedsharer is more tired than last time.
Maybe the blankets were higher in the bed, or
the pillows were lower. Maybe tonight your 2 year
old snuck into bed with you. Maybe you recently
stopped breastfeeding. Maybe your baby has just
started to roll, and you used pillows to keep her
from rolling off the bed.
Adult mattresses are softer than crib mattresses.
There are no railings to keep baby safely inside,
and if there are head/foot boards, there may be
gaps between them and the mattress where babies
can become trapped. Adult beds have pillows,
sheets, blankets, and duvets or comforters. They
are not designed for babies to sleep on, alone or
with others.
Although bedsharing is not recommended
some families will choose to bedshare, and
should be taught safer ways to do so. Exclusively
breastfeeding, non-smoking moms are the safer
bedsharers, but even so, there is risk. Bedsharing
is less safe if:
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• The baby is young (less than 3-4 months old);
• Bedsharers are smokers;
• Bedsharers have been drinking or using drugs
because they are less likely to be aware of the
baby in bed;
• Bedsharers are very tired or heavy sleepers
because they will be less aware of the baby;
• Young children or pets are also in bed because
they will not be aware of the baby;
• Bedsharers are quite heavy which leads to a
noticeable dip in the mattress that the baby
could roll into, which may put the baby’s airway
at risk;
• The baby could roll onto pillows or under
bedding such as blankets, sheets or comforters.
Keep your baby away from these objects. It may
be safer if you to dress warmly enough that
blankets are not needed;
• The baby could roll and get wedged between the
mattress and another object such as the wall,
a dresser or another mattress. It is best if the
mattress is on the floor and in the middle of the
room.
Remember, babies should always be placed on
their backs to sleep, and with nothing soft or loose
in the sleep area.
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